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This hands on session introduces MPI, which can be used to write parallel programs on distributed
memory systems.

We will use FSU’s HPC system to do our computation. This means first, of course, that you must have
requested an account there. To run on the HPC system, you will most likely start on a local machine, where
you create, edit, compile and archive your files. Then you will need to transfer your program files to the
HPC there, compile there, and submit a request to the queueing system to have your job run.

I will show you how you can do some preliminary debugging on your local system, by using a ”stub”
library.

The exercises include:

1. HELLO: compile and run a simple program;
2. QUAD: estimate an integral using quadrature;
3. MC: estimate a multidimensional integral using the Monte Carlo method;
4. PRIME: sum the prime numbers from 2 to N
5. HEAT: set up the 1D heat equation for distributed memory

For most of the exercises, there is a source code program that you can use. The source code is generally
available in a C, C++, FORTRAN77 and FORTRAN90 version, so you can stick with your favorite language.

At the end of these exercises, you are to work on an assignment to be handed in by next Tuesday,
involving the heat equation.

1 HELLO: Compile and run a simple program

Get a copy of the hello program and the shell script that submits it. One location is:

http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/classes/acs2_2011/mpi/hello/hello.html

This program does almost nothing, so it shows you the bare minimum you need to get an MPI program
running, including:

• the invocation of the “include” file.
• the initialization call
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• How you find out how many processes are available.
• How you find out the ID of your process
• How the process ID can be used to control your actions.
• the finalization call

1.1 Compiling on the Lab Machine Probably Fails!

If you try to compile and load your hello program as though it were like any other program you’ve written,
you will probably get error messages. Why?

Although the program is written in a standard language, it references various MPI features. Your normal
compiler will probably not know where these items can be found (if they can be found on your computer!)

For instance, you will probably get errors at compile time because this program:

• invokes an ”include file” (C/C++/FORTRAN77) or ”module” (FORTRAN90);

• uses variables whose type and values are defined by the include file;

• calls functions whose type and “signature” are defined by the include file;

Even if you somehow got past the compile stage, you will be sure to get errors at link/load time because
the program:

• calls functions which are only available in the MPI compiled library file;

Even if you were able to compile and load the program somehow, it won’t run, because:

• you need to invoke the mpirun command

For these reasons, when working with an MPI program, we usually can’t work directly with the usual
compiler, we have to somehow know where the MPI library is so we can call the MPI functions, and we need
to be working on a computer system that has installed mpirun. For these reasons, it’s often not easy to
debug an MPI program on your home or desktop system. We will have to work on the cluster, and even
then, we will have to make sure we have requested that MPI be properly set up!

1.2 Compile HELLO on the HPC Login Node

To work on the cluster, you must have an account on the FSU HPC system. Moreover, you must know how
to use sftp to transfer files up there, and ssh to set up an interactive login session. Becauses I prefer to edit
files on my home system, I usually have both an ssh and sftp window open at the same time. If anything’s
wrong with a file on the HPC, I get it back to the home system, edit it on my local friendly editor, and then
put the updated copy back.

Once you’re logged in, you want to compile your program with the MPI library. The FSU HPC system
includes several choices for the compiler, and several “flavors” of MPI. For our work, we want to choose the
GNU compilers, and OpenMPI. To do this, we must issue the command

module load gnu-openmpi

You can only compile after issuing this command!
If you want to try to make life simpler, you can set up some kind of short command that will take care

of invoking the set up command for you. You do this by adding a line to your .bash profile file, (and if
this doesn’t exist in your home directory, you have to create it first!) such as:

module load gnu-openmpi

Then you just type mpi setup whenever you log into the HPC and want to use MPI.
In any case, when you have set up MPI, try one of the commands:
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mpicc hello.c
mpiCC hello.cc
mpif77 hello.f
mpif90 hello.f90

Rename your executable program to hello. Especially when you use a batch system to run programs,
it’s important to distinguish your programs by name.

mv a.out hello

1.3 Run HELLO using the Queueing System

From now on, all our programs will be run using the batch system. That means that we compile the program,
give it a name, maybe put the program and its data in a special directory, and then send a request to the
batch system. Then we wait until our request is processed.

Copy the script hello batch.sh that submits the hello program. One location is:

http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/classes/acs2_2011/mpi/hello/hello.html

Take a look at the script. There is almost nothing you have to change. The interesting features include

• something that controls the total time allowed;
• two items that request a number of cpus, and declare (the same number) of OpenMP threads;
• a statement that actually runs your program;

Submit the script

msub hello_batch.sh

You can issue one of the commands

showq
showq -u your-username-here
showq | grep your-username-here

to see the status of your job (unless it’s already run.)
Congratulations! Now we can try the harder stuff.

2 QUAD: Estimate an integral using quadrature

One approximation to the integral
∫ b

a
f(x) dx uses an average of function values at equally spaced points.

This is a natural application for parallel processing. Each process can work in a subinterval, and at the end
the partial sums can be added together to get the integral estimate.

The exact value of the integral is π.
Get a copy of the quad program and the shell script that submits it. One location is:

http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/classes/acs2_2011/mpi/quad/quad.html

2.1 Run QUAD with MPI

Copy the program to the HPC system, compile it, name the executable quad, and then submit the shell
script that runs the job. Examine the output file and make sure you are satisfied with the results.
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2.2 Run QUAD, varying the number of processes

Fix the amount of work, N, to be 1,000,000. Then make a series of runs with 1, 2, 4, and 8 processes, call
the elapsed times T1, T2, T4 and T8, and compute the ratios of T2/T1, T4/T1, and T8/T1.

P Time T / T1
-- ------ ------
1 ______ 1.00
2 ______ ______
4 ______ ______
8 ______ ______

Do your timing results suggest that this program is using MPI efficiently?

2.3 Run QUAD, varying the amount of work

Fix the number of processors to 4. Then make a series of runs with increasing values of N, the number of
evaluation points. This value was 1000 in the original version of the program. What is the behavior of the
error? In particular, as we multiply N by 10, what happens to the error?

N Error E / E1000
---- ------ ----------
1000 ______ 1.00
10000 ______ _________

100000 ______ _________
1000000 ______ _________
10000000 ______ _________

For a well behaved integrand function f(x), you might expect the error to be reduced by a factor of 10
when N is multiplied by 10. Can you suggest why your results do not behave this way?

3 MC: Estimate an integral using the Monte Carlo method

We are going to write another integration program, this time using the Monte Carlo method in multiple
dimensions.

Get a copy of the mc program and the shell script that submits it. One location is:

http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/classes/acs2_2011/mpi/mc/mc.html

3.1 Run the MC program sequentially

You can do this on the local system. The program evaluates a function f(x) at N “random” points in the
m-dimensional unit hypercube, and averages the values to estimate the integral. It knows the correct value
of the integral, so it also prints the error in the estimate.

The program is set up to use a value of 1,000 for N. Run the program for an increasing number of N
values and consider how the error decreases.

N Error E / E1000
---- ------ ----------
1000 ______ 1.00
10000 ______ _________
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100000 ______ _________
1000000 ______ _________
10000000 ______ _________

3.2 Make a Parallel Version of MC

Make an MPI version of MC. Since the QUAD program is doing very similar things, you can get pretty far
by studying that program, and figuring out the corresponding changes to make in the MC program.

However, there is one important difference. Each process calls the random number generator, using a
SEED value. If you use the same seed on each process, then you will get no benefit from using MPI. Be very
careful to figure out a way to use a different seed on each process.

To verify that you have done this correctly, have each process compute and print out its own local estimate
for the integral.

Also, think about using one name for the “local” variables and another name for “global” variables. For
instance, does the variable SAMPLE NUM count the number of samples used on one process, or the total
over all processes? You should think of a way to name things so that process 0 can do its part of the work,
and also collect all the work into a final result, without getting confused.

When you have your program working, compute the problem with DIM NUM = 4, and run it on 4
processes, and use a total of 1,000,000 samples, that is, 250,000 per process. Fill in the following table from
your program:

Process 0 estimate ________________ using 250,000 points
Process 1 estimate ________________ using 250,000 points
Process 2 estimate ________________ using 250,000 points
Process 3 estimate ________________ using 250,000 points
Total estimate ________________ using all 1,000,000 points.

The estimates should all be different!

4 PRIME: Sum the prime numbers from 2 to N

In this exercise, you will are given a working sequential program, that is very close to being an MPI program.
You’ll try to convert it to using MPI.

The task to be carried out is to identify every prime number between 2 and 100,000, and to compute the
sum.

The correct answer is 454,396,537.
Get a copy of the prime program and the shell script that submits it. One location is:

http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/classes/acs2_2011/mpi/prime/prime.html

4.1 Run PRIME sequentially

Compile and run the program sequentially. Notice that the computation is carried out in 10 parts, as though
there were 10 processes involved. The code breaks up the interval [2,100000] into equal parts, and uses a
loop to examine each subinterval separately. At the end, the results are summed up to get the final answer.

This code computes the CPU time required to perform the calculation over each subinterval. Notice that
the times are not roughly equal. This suggests that the later processes have more work to do.
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4.2 Make an MPI version of PRIME

Modify the program so that it runs under MPI.
You can look at the QUAD program to get an idea of what you need to do.
The simple changes:

• invoke the MPI include file
• call MPI Initalize, MPI Comm size and MPI Comm rank
• call MPI Finalize at the end

The sequential code used a loop to simulate parallel execution. Remove the loop. The loop index ID
will be the value we already got from MPI Comm rank.

The code already has the correct formulas to compute the subinterval for process P, and the code in the
loop is all correct.

When process P is done, it needs to send its partial result to process 0 for summation. Use the routine
MPI Reduce to carry this out.

Usually, we only have the master process compute the wall clock time. For this problem, however, let’s
compute and print the wall clock time used by each worker as well. This will help us to see the variation in
the amount of work done. We can even total all these wall clock times, and have the master process print
that number as well.

The wall clock values being moved in this case are double precision real numbers. So in the reduction call,
the datatype to use here is either MPI DOUBLE for C and C++, or MPI DOUBLE PRECISION for
Fortran.

The only statement in the code that needs to be carried out by just one process is the one that prints
out the final sum. This should look something like

if ( id == 0 )
print n lo, n hi, total, wtime

4.3 Revise PRIME so you can Practice Message Passing

Let’s try a little bit of message passing with this example.
Instead of calling MPI Reduce, let’s try to handle the communication ourselves.
We begin with each process having a value ID TOTAL. Process 0 must receive a copy of this value from

each process, and add it to a variable called TOTAL which is initialized to zero.
There are a couple ways to do this, and a couple tricky steps. However, in outline, your new code could

look something like this:

if ( ID == 0 )
for SOURCE = 1 to P - 1
TAG = 1
MPI_Recv ( ID_TOTAL, 1, MPI_INT, SOURCE, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD )

else
TARGET = 0
TAG = 1
MPI_Send ( ID_TOTAL, 1, MPI_INT, TARGET, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD )

(Fortran users should replace MPI INT by MPI INTEGER, and add an IERR argument on the end of
the calls).

I have left out details. How does each subtotal get added to the total, for instance? Since the loop doesn’t
start at 0, how does process 0 include its own subtotal in the total? (These aren’t really hard questions, just
easy to overlook!)

Run your revised program. Does it get the right answer?
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5 ASSIGNMENT: a Distributed Version of HEAT

Your assignment: Insert MPI calls into a version of the heat program, so that the resulting coded runs
using distributed memory.

Get a copy of the heat program and the shell script that submits it. One location is:

http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/classes/acs2_2011/mpi/heat/heat.html

You will demonstrate that the code runs in parallel by running it on the HPC system, first using 1
processor, and then using multiple processors. This means that in the shell script that submits the job, you
will need to correctly set the lines

#MOAB -l nodes=1:ppn=?

and

mpirun -np ? ./heat > heat_output.txt

5.1 The problem being solved by the HEAT program

The program is intended to produce a discrete estimate for the heat function h(x, t), which is defined on the
spatial interval 0 <= x <= 1 and the time interval 0 <= t <= 10.

Our version of the heat equation has the form

∂h

∂t
− ∂2h

∂x2
= 0. (1)

with initial condition
h(x, 0) = 95.0 (2)

and boundary conditions

h(0, t) = 100 + 10 ∗ sin(t) (3)
h(1, t) = 75 (4)

For the sequential code, we discretize the problem so that in space we have N + 2=12 nodes, and in the
time direction 101 time values.

For the parallel version, each process will use N + 2= 12 spatial nodes. Each process will identify its
values as H(0) through H(N + 1). As we discusses in class, entries 0 and N+1 are “special”, that is, the
process does not compute them, but gets them from neighboring processes, or using boundary conditions.

If there are P processes, then there will be a total of P ∗ N + 2 nodes, if we ignore overlap. The extra
two nodes are the nodes at the left and right endpoints.

As we discussed in class, at each step, a process computes the new value of H(I) based on the current
values of H(I − 1), H(I), and H(I + 1). To complete the calculation, the process must “borrow” updated
copies of H(0) and H(N + 1) from its left and right neighbors.

5.2 Finish the MPI Conversion

The program is almost completely written for MPI. However, in the routine heat part, where the actual
computation takes place, three lines are missing. These lines carry out the second step in the exchange of
data, in which processors 1 through P-1 send their values of H(1) to the left, and processors 0 through P-2
receive these values into the variable H(N + 1).

The missing lines are indicated by question marks. Figure out what the missing lines should be, and
insert them.
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5.3 Run your HEAT program

Compile your program on the FSU HPC system. Run it twice, using first 1 process, and then 8.
Since the number of X points we use actually increases as we ask for more processors, the solution data

will not be comparable, and the timings won’t mean what they usually mean. The problem size is also rather
too small to get an MPI speedup. So don’t be concerned about the relative times of the two runs.

To get credit for this lab, turn in three files to Ben McLaughlin by Tuesday, 08 November 2011:

1. your revised source code
2. the output from the HPC run on 1 processor
3. the output from the HPC run on 8 processors
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